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Over thousands of years, a constant traffic of outriggers, junks, dhows and 
galleons rode the monsoon winds of the Indian Ocean. Small wonder, 
then, that the cultural blends of the Indian Ocean islands are so unique and 
multifaceted. From the sega of Mauritius, the salegy of Madagascar, La 
Reunion's maloya and the Arab influenced Zanzibar, to the hip-hop and 
reggae sounds that have penetrated the region, this album provides an 
expose of the variety and depth of culture of the islands. 

1 TARIKA: Koba (Franglais Mix) (Madagascar) 3:56 

2 DENIS AZOR: Ala Li La (Sega) (Mauritius) 4:03 

3 DANYELWARO: Bayoun (La Reunion) 5:35 

4 FEO-GASY: Maria (Madagascar) 3:47 

5 FRAN^OISE GUIMBERT: Sak La Point (La Reunion) 5:07 

6 RICKY RANDIMBIARISON: Zaza Mitomany (Madagascar) 5:17 

7 CULTURE MUSICAL CLUB: Wacha Yakufike (Zanzibar) 6:39 

8 M’TORO CHAMOU ET LES WATORO: Oh! La (Mayotte) 3:18 

9 JEAN-NOE:L: Neni Baba (Madagascar) 4:09 

10 BASTER: Ti Kone Mi Yinm Sa Baba (La Reunion) 3:31 

11 KAYA: Sense (Mauritius) 3:47 
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THIS COMPILATION: 

(P)&© World Music Network 2002 

12 SEYCHELLES STRING BAND: Polka (Seychelles) 

13 TAM-TAM DES COOLS: Pa Bezoin Zot' La Per (La Reunion) 

14 RENE LACAILLE & BOB BROZMAN: Lang La (La Reunion/USA) 

15 SEYCHELLES ALL STARS: Anmenn Mwan Dan Lakour (Seychelles) 

16 BELLE LUMIERE: Dzinyo (Grande Comore) 

17 KASKAVEL: Mo Mari 6 (Rodrigues) 

18 LEGO: Mamandrako (Madagascar) 

Total Playing Time: 

3:24 

3:53 

3:37 

4:00 

5:48 

3:40 

3:36 

77:51 

tel: 020 7498 5252 (UK) 
email: post@worldmusic.net 

website: www.worldmusic.net 

The World Music Network name and logo are 
registered trademarks of World Music Network UK Ltd 

LC 11067 Made in Great Britain 
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the cultural blends of 

the islands of the 

Indian Ocean 
are unique and multifaceted 

The stories of the islands of the western Indian Ocean are about as colourful as history gets. From 
Europe, Marco Polo headed east in the thirteenth century, and Bartholomeu Dias and Vasco da Gama 
found their way around the southern tip of Africa at the end of the fifteenth, searching for routes to 
the riches of the East that had long been blocked overland by the world of Islam. But far earlier the 
ocean had probably been visited by the Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and Phoenicians, and 
crisscrossed by traders from Arabia, Persia, India, China and Indonesia. Over thousands of years, a 
constant traffic of outriggers, junks, dhows and galleons rode the monsoon winds. Riches, wars, 
religion, weather, cataclysmic volcanic eruptions and all sorts drove traders, adventurers, slaves and 
refugees in all directions. Small wonder, then, that the cultural blends of the Indian Ocean islands are 
so unique and multifaceted. 

The first islands to be inhabited were those close to the coast of East Africa - the land of Zanj (from 
the Persian word for 'black'). Later, Arabs and Persians built island towns, forts and trading posts 
right down what would become the Swahili trading coast - Lamu, Pemba, Zanzibar, Kilwa. Later 
again, once the Portuguese, British, Dutch, French and Americans had found their long-distance sea 
legs, the islands became staging posts, trading centres, plantations, power bases and sources of (and 
destinations for) slaves. 



Through the slave trade and the general commerce of the colonial powers, the cultures of the Indian 
Ocean became connected with those of the faraway Caribbean - and not all of it was official. The 
ocean's islands became havens for pirates of all nations, leaving their legacy in many more intercultural 
mixes (and no small measure of romance). Even the ending of slavery didn't stop the movements of 
people, for the plantations needed workers, so slaves were replaced by indentured labourers from the 
Indian subcontinent, China and (again) Africa. 

Madagascar, by far the biggest of all the islands, at 1600km long, was first settled by Indonesians 
around 1500 years ago but also has considerable African influence, particularly on the coast. Attempts 
by Europeans to establish coastal settlements came to little due to tropical disease and local hostility. 
The eighteen distinct tribes were first unified under the Merina royalty in the early nineteenth century 
and, with help from Victorian Britain, the urban population in the central highland capital rapidly 
developed European-style education, industry and, inevitably, religion. Madagascar was a French 
colony from 1897 to its independence in 1960, but to this day its rural areas are still home to ancient 
and unique musical traditions as diverse as its equally legendary wildlife. 

La Reunion lies about 800km further east of Madagascar. It's a volcanic island, 70km by 50km, that was 
visited - and renamed - regularly by explorers and travellers, and settled by the French in the mid¬ 
fifteenth century, when they called it lie Bourbon. Its importance grew from the sixteenth century as 
coffee, sugar and spice demands expanded, with a growing population of French, black slaves and ex¬ 
pirates. The abolition of slavery in France in 1848 resulted in an influx of labourers from Madagascar, 
the Comoros, East Africa, India and China. Since 1946 it has been a French department, with a mixed 
population of Creoles, Africans, Europeans, Indians and Chinese. For such a small island, it produces a 
remarkable range of music. 

Mauritius, a similar distance out in the ocean and a little smaller still, was also known to voyagers, 
including the Portuguese, but wasn't settled until the late sixteenth century, when the Dutch named it. 
They left in 1710 (having wiped out the famous dodo), after which the French in Reunion clairrted it. 
Finally, the British gained it in the Treaty of Paris in 1814, and developed Mauritius for sugar production, 
supplementing the slaves from Madagascar and East Africa with a mostly Indian workforce. The 
population today is more than half-Hindu, the rest of mainly Creole, French or Chinese descent. 

Rodrigues, a small dependency of Mauritius with a similar history, lies 
550km to its northeast. It has a mostly Catholic Creole population descended 
from African slaves brought by the French. Together with Reunion, Mauritius 
and some other smaller islands, the group is known as the Mascarene Isles. 

The Seychelles are made up of over 100 small islands, a third of the way 
between Madagascar and India. A favourite location for buccaneers, the 
archipelago centred on Mahe was claimed for the French in 1756, who first 
began to bring in slaves. Like Mauritius, the islands were ceded to the British 
in 1814. Today's Kreol population - a mix descended from British, French, 
African, Indian, Arabic and Chinese - depends on tourism and industrial 
fishing. 

The Comoros islands, represented on this album by both Grande Comore 
and Mayotte, lie between northwest Madagascar and Mozambique. Like 
Madagascar, the first mix of settlers were probably Indonesian and African, 
later with a strong Arabic/lslamic influence from Zanzibar. 

Zanzibar, with its proximity to the Tanzanian coast, has been populated the 
longest of all the islands - perhaps for 3000 to 4000 years, eventually mixing 
the original Bantu people with Arabic settlers to form the Swahili. By the 
eleventh century, Zanzibar had become an important commercial trading 
centre to India, China and the Gulf. It was taken over by the Portuguese in 
the sixteenth century and the Omanis from the end of the seventeenth, 
becoming a major trading post for the slave trade to Mauritius and Reunion) 
as well as an increasingly successful spice island under powerful Sultans. It 
became a British protectorate in 1890 and was unified with independent 
Tanganyika in 1964 to form present-day Tanzania. 

TARIKA (Madagascar) - Tarika, led by singer/writer Hanitra Rasoanaivo, have 
been Madagascar's most acclaimed band worldwide in the past decade. 
Their lively mixture of local roots, traditional and modern instruments has 
seen them regularly top world music charts in Europe and, the USA and 
enjoy massive local success. 'Koba' is an appropriate opener for this album, 
coming from a recent release on which they explored the ancient ancestral 
origins of the Malagasy by recording with Indonesian musicians. The song 
itself celebrates similarities they discovered in food between the cultures. 
1500 years of Indian Ocean history, thousands of kilometres of travel and a 
recipe - and in one song! 



Danyel Waro 
Frangoise Guimbert 

(opposite) 
Culture Musical Club 

DENIS AZOR (Mauritius) - Sega - the rhythm and the dance that goes with it - is the national music of 
Mauritius. Evolving from the percussion-driven songs of slaves from East Africa and Madagascar in the 
local Creole language, it is now found in everything from its traditional form to sophisticated modern 
interpretations, like this track which might be mistaken for something Caribbean. Denis Azor first began 
playing locally in traditional-style group Rose Belle and eventually, as a soloist, toured worldwide, 
settling in Paris. 'Ala Li La (Sega)' charted across Europe as part of the soundtrack of summer 1990. 

DANYEL WARO (La Reunion) - When singer, songwriter, percussionist and political activist Danyel Waro 
was growing up, the maloya music he now plays was considered subversive, so he only encountered 
the local sega. But, when he finally heard maloya master Firmin Viry, it changed his life. Maloya, a ritual 
music that has Indian elements alongside the Creole, is (to use a cliche) Reunion's blues, and Waro's 
soaring, soulful voice has made him the leading modern singer. His group uses the traditional 
instruments - rouleur (big drums), tambour (frame drum), kayanm (flat, seed-filled shakers), piker 
(bamboo tube), bob (one-string musical bow) and tryang (triangle). 

FEO-GASY (Madagascar) - Feo-Gasy are a veteran all-star band playing the older-style Merina music of 
the Malagasy highlands, rich with vocal harmonies and with the guitar style based on Madagascar's 
main indigenous instrument, the valiha, a bamboo zither. The five musicians/singers include traditional 
music legend Rakoto Frah (now, sadly, passed away), guitarist Erick Manana and several members of 
famous Malagasy bands from the 1970s, Mahaleo and Lolo Sy Ny Tariny. 

FRANGOISE GUIMBERT (La Reunion) - The delightful, stately maloya and sega of Frangoise Guimbert 
could easily make her the Cesaria Evora of La Reunion. An orphan who grew up as a maid, she 
eventually taught herself to read music and now composes songs in Creole about local life, social 
problems, childhood, nostalgia and the relationship between generations. Her six-piece band mixes 
modern instruments with traditional maloya percussion, which she also plays (particularly rouleur). 

RICKY RANDIMBIARISON (Madagascar) - Ricky, originally from the deep southeast, is one of 
Madagascar's most inspiring, uncompromising, thoughtful and charismatic singers. He has worked 
with everything from traditional musicians and an a cappella group to bands with a heavy jazz-rock 
influence - a style known locally as vakojazzana. The track included here, about the suffering of little 
children, features Madagascar's great bass player, Toty, and was produced by Brazil's Airto Moreira. 

I 

CULTURE MUSICAL CLUB 
group playing it here (known as Mila Na Utamaduni in Swahili) are great cultural institutions in 
Zanzibar, featuring multiple violins, qanun (zither), oud (Arabic lute), accordion, bass and percussion. 
As well as travelling around giving concerts and playing for social events, they are just what their name 

M’TORO CHAMOU ETLES WATORO (Mayotte) - Originally from Dzaoudzi, M'toro Chamou is part of a new 
generation of Mahorais musicians fusing traditional music with modernity - bringing new life to 
m'godro (the best-known rhythm of Mayotte, related to Malagasy salegy) and the ancient instruments. 
He's been playing since his childhood, firstly in reggae and rap groups, but it took a visit to Paris to 
realize that Mayotte's roots sounds had their place in the world music palette. 

JEAN-NOEL (Madagascar) - Down in Tulear, in the parched south west of Madagascar, they have a 
fearsome local music called tsapika - full-scream female voices and ultra-high-energy guitars, bass, 
keyboards and drums. It's related to both the traditional marovany (box zither) trance music and 
southern African sounds heard over the airwaves. Guitarist Jean-Noel is one of the local legends and a 
master of the genre. 

BASTER 
incorporated local musical traditions like maloya with a modern interpretation. Strongly involved in the 
cultural and social life of the island, their continual hard work has led to great success in Reunion and 
abroad. The track here is from their big 1998 Black Out album, produced by Tyrone Downie (ex-Wailers). 

KAYA (Mauritius) - When we talk of Indian Ocean reggae, then Kaya (born Joseph Reginald Topize) 
comes first. Sega did not suit him, so he decided to fuse it with reggae to produce 'seggae', now a 
thriving musical genre. His songs, inspired by sacred books and reflecting the realities of Mauritian life, 
made him a huge cultural hero to the whole Mauritian community, whatever their religion, social class, 
ethnicity or skin colour. His death (which is still unexplained) in police cells in 1999, was followed by 
days of rioting across the island, until his wife appealed for calm. 

i 



performed by a group of traditional English musicians from East Anglia. In fact, it's from an album 
recorded on Mahe in 1977, exploring ancient French and English musical retentions. These 
contredanses (from the English 'country dances') played at a kamtole (wedding dance) were performed 
by a traditional string band of violins, guitars, mandolin, bass drum and cymbal. If the band had an 
overall name, it wasn't noted 

TAM-TAM DES COOLS (La Reunion) - Hip-hop and ragga influence on indigenous musics is now 
worldwide, just like reggae and the polka before (we'd hoped to include Malagasy hip-hop group 18,3 
on this album too, but the serious political upheavals there in 2002 made contacts impossible). In La 
Reunion, Tam-Tam Des Cools formed in 1994 to mix it up with local traditions. Since 1999, when they 
were nominated 'Best Discovery' at France's Printemps Des Bourges festival, they've toured abroad and 
released their first album. 

RENE LACAILLE & BOB BROZMAN (La Reunion/USA) - Lifelong musician Rene Lacaille grew up playing 
accordion for weddings and dances in his father's band, grounding himself in an across-the-board 
mixture of musical styles. Switching to guitar, he was a founder of legendary electric maloya rock band 
Cameleon in the 1970s, then moved to France and became involved in jazz. Encountering Danyel Waro 
(who is also represented on this album) was a major influence in returning him to Reunion's traditions. 
Here, he's teamed up with virtuoso American slide guitarist Bob Brozman, who'll never pass by an 
island without getting involved with its great local players. 

SEYCHELLES ALL STARS (Seychelles) - Like it says on the box, the Seychelles All Stars are a recently 
formed seven-piece made up from the finest local players and two of the most important contemporary 
songwriters from the islands, Ralph Amesbury and John Vital. Like so many others on this album, they 
blend modern electric instruments with local traditional percussion. Ralph Amesbury's song featured 
here was the biggest hit in the Seychelles in the past decade, written during a stay in England and 
translating as Take Me To My Home'. 

BELLE LUMIERE (Grande Comore) - Electric band Belle Lumiere play twarab 
music, the local variant of Zanzibar's taarab, and like Culture Musical Club 
they're organized as a social and cultural musical association, formed in 
1970. Alongside guitars, bass and kit drums, they've introduced synthesiser 
keyboards to play the sounds of the oud and violin, to maintain the 
traditional sound (as those instruments are in short supply locally). The 
soaring voice belongs to Moussa Youssouf, as do the writing credits. 

KASKAVEL (Rodrigues) - Kaskavel, featuring the lead voice of Therese 
Speville-Hortense accompanied by tanbur (frame drum), triang (triangle) and 
mayos (bass drumsticks), here play the local variant of the Mascarene Isles' 
polyrhythmic sega-tambour. The song is an ancient traditional one referring 
to the local belief that if a pregnant woman touches part of her body when 
she wants something to eat, a mark will appear in the same place on the 
baby's body if the mother's wish is not fulfilled. 

LEGO (Madagascar) - The rowdy, skittering 6/8 salegy rhythm from the 
Sakalava people in the north of Madagascar, modernized since the 1960s 
with electric instruments, anchors the most popular dance music on the 
whole vast island. Accordionist Lego is one of Madagascar's rising stars, 
already also popular in Europe, taking his animated music away from the 
synthesiser and drum-machine versions that held sway in recent years and 
back towards its rural roots. Put it on repeat play and dance the night away. 

Ian Anderson is the founder/editor of fRoots magazine and a regular broad¬ 
caster,■ who contributed the Madagascar chapter to the Rough Guide To 
World Music. The fRoots web site www.frootsmag.com carries a complete 
discography of Madagascan music. 

Special thanks to Alain Courbis of the Pole Regional Des Musiques Actuelles De La 
Reunion for invaluable help and guidance; to Hanitra Rasoanaivo of Tarika for first 
taking me to the Indian Ocean; and to Sofi Mogensen for translating background 
information from French. 

Useful website: www.culturesoceanindien.com 
Recommended history reading: 
Empires Of The Monsoon by Richard Hall (HarperCoflins) 
A History Of Madagascar by Mervyn Brown (Tunnicliffe). 
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TARIKA: Koba (Franglais Mix) from the CD single KOBA/MALALAKO/ALOKA (SAKDS4041) 
(H. Rasoanaivo) pub Rogue Music/Ryko Music. Licensed from Rogue Productions 

DENIS AZOR: Ala Li La (Sega) from the album SEGA - MUSIC OF MAURITIUS 
(D. Azor/A. Puntillo) pub Ala Bianca/Aisha Music. © 1990. Licensed by Ala Bianca Group Sri (Italy) 

DANYEL WARO: Bayoun from the album FOUTAN FONNKER (092932) 
(Danyel Waro) pub Cobalt. Licensed from Cobalt www.africolor.com 

FEO-GASY: Maria from the album RAMANO (332008) 
(Jean-Colbert Ranaivoarison, arr Feo-Gasy) Copyright Control. Licensed from Daqui 

10 BASTER: Ti Kone Mi Yinm Sa Baba from the album BLACK OUT (BRP00198) 
(Thierry Gauliris) Copyright Control. Licensed from Baster Production Sari 

11 KAYA: Sense currently unavailable 
(Joseph Reginald Topize) pub Fred Laurent Percy Arouff, SACEM. Licensed from Island Stuff Original Records Ltd nutturn@yahoo.fr 

12 SEYCHELLES STRING BAND: Polka from the album SEYCHELLES: MUSIQUES OUBLIEES 'DES ILES' 
(C559055) Copyright Control. Licensed from Ocora Radio France 

13 TAM-TAM DES COOLS: Pa Bezoin Zot' La Per from the album PA BEZOIN ZOT' LA PER (974TDC) 
(lyrics Avok/Laurent J.B./Zack, music Tam-Tam Des Cools) Copyright Control. Licensed from Tam-Tam Des Cools 

5 FRANCOISE GUIMBERT: Sak La Point from the album PAN IAN DY (CDH-l.01-01) 
(Frangoise Guimbert, arr J.B. Carimbacasse) pub Christophe David. Licensed from Christophe DAVID - Hi-Land o.i. 

6 RICKY RANDIMBIARISON: Zaza Mitomany from the album OLOMBELONA RICKY (BW113) 
(Ricky) pub Stellanera GmbH, Bern. Licensed from Melt2Q0Q/Sound Reproductions Ltd, Jersey, GB 

7 CULTURE MUSICAL CLUB: Wacha Yakufike from the album BASHRAF (DIZIM45092) 
(Ali Haj Chapanga) pub Zanzibar Pub, GEMA. Licensed from Dizim Records 

8 M’TORO CHAMOU ET LES WATORO: Oh! La from the album RETOUR AUX SOURCES 
(Chamsidini Momed) Copyright Control. Licensed from CDC Sari 

9 JEAN-NOEL: Neni Baba from the album TOLIARA TSY MIRORO: TSAPIKY 2000 Vol. 1 
Copyright Control. Licensed from Mars 

14 RENE LACAILLE & BOB BROZMAN: Lang La from the album DIGDIG (TUGCD1025) 
(Rene Lacaille) pub White Spats Music, BMI/sub-publishing in UK by Riverboat UK Music, MCPS. Licensed from Riverboat Records 

15 SEYCHELLES ALL STARS: Anmenn Mwan Dan Lakour from the album SEYCHELLES ALL STARS (NDCD079) 
(Ralph Amesbury) Copyright Control. Licensed from Night & Day 

16 BELLE LUMIERE: Dzinyo from the album SAMBE-COMORES (DIZIM45082) 
(Moussa Youssouf) pub Zanzibar Pub, GEMA. Licensed from Dizim Records 

17 KASKAVEL: Mo Mari 6 from the album ILE RODRIGUES Vol. 1: VOIX ET TAMBOURS (TAKA0003) 
(trad) Copyright Control. Licensed from Takamba/Pole Regional Des Musiques Actuelles De La Reunion 

18 LEGO: Mamandrako from the album JOBYHELY (3M17) 
Copyright Control. Licensed from Mars 
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Listen to sound samples of all WORLD MUSIC NETWORK releases on our website 

WWW.W*RL*Mus^.NE'r 
where you can also subscribe to our free email newsletter! 

For more information contact 
WORLD MUSIC NETWORK • 6 Abbeville Mews • 88 Clapham Park Road • London SW4 7BX • UK 

tel: 020 7498 5252 • fax: 020 7498 5353 • email: post@worldmusic.net 
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